
joshua 'retro' bishop

(lookbook)

consider: would james dean wear it?
classic masculine, lots of basics. very simple
'''higher end''' cheap stores-- h&m, urban. 
sprinkle in thrifted finds.
(literally spends so much time trying to replicate 
james dean’s aesthetic)



shirts

- basics. lots of white tees, short sleeves
- pretty balanced between crew and v 
necks
- collared shirts, sometimes patterned
- western in cut, sometimes also in pattern
- classic form factor, well fitted
- some band shirts
(arcade fire, grizzly bear, lcd soundsystem)
- rolled up sleeves to around elbow
- reds and whites mainly.



shirts 2.0



pants



more pants

- 511 slim fit line 8 levis
- sometimes cords, generally twill sometimes denim
- dark wash denim, non distressed
- brown, clay, coffee. lots of earth tones
- sometimes brighter colors if feeling saucy
 (generally dusty reds, yellow)
- cuffs when it helps the pant fall better
 (& to show off bitchin ankles)
- shorts = dark and rare. around knee length



shoes

- desert boots, wingtips, oxfords.
- has one really nice pair of redwings
- slim, subtle forms. classics!!
- more cool earth tones, lots of suede, some linen
- sneakers are also simple, keds.
- accent colors in laces or soles. turquoise, peach, yellow



shoes (again)



outerwear

- red. bright saturated red
- again, think rebel without a cause
- some more subdued colors depending on the outfit
- some cardigans, sweaters etc.
- peacoat once in ny
- really just like. outerwear in general wen in ny



formalwear

- good at not looking like a fucking waiter
- banana republic or similar. fits well but is cheap
- fairly trim, notch lapel
- has another one in brown/different fabric
- v good with accessories, knows how to work it



accessories

- warby parkers for glasses (can’t really see without them)
- casual watch it’s probably thrifted or cheap but it looks good. v classic
- camera strap! navajo pattern
 (he feels like a tool but it reminds him of home)
- nikon dslr, pentax film camera, probably a fuji instamax
- leather satchel camera bag



misc

- not garish socks
- dark undies
- sunglasses are also warbys



in conclusion

- lots of earth tones and reds
- simple, clean lines. very classic very masculine
- minimal accessories
- literally he just wants to be james dean




